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NOMENCLATURE
A Area of cross section of the web
Bfi Bearing friction coefficient in the ith roller
E Young's Modulus of the web material
h Thickness of the web
Ji Polar moment of inertia of the i th roller about its axis of rotation
L i Length of the i th web span
lVli Mass of the i th Roller
R i Radius of the i th roller
RiO Initial radius of the unwindJrewind roller
ti Tension in the i th web span
t r Reference tension of the web
Ti Deviation of tension in the i th span from the reference tension (= ti - tr )
U Active dancer velocity input
Ui Drive torque on the i th roller
Uu Unwind roller braking torque input
Uw Rewind roller torque input
Vi Velocity of the web on the i th roller
Vr Reference velocity of the web
\Ii Deviation of velocity of the web on the i th roller from reference velocity
Xi Dancer displacement at the i th roller
Xi Deviation of the dancer displacement from its reference
(h Angle of wrap on the i th roller
Tb Braking torque
Ti Time constant of the i th web span (= Ldvr )






Any continuous material whose width is significantly less than its length and whose thick-
ness is significantly less than its width can be described as a web. Plastic wrap, paper,
photographic film, and aluminum strips are examples of webs. It is very important that the
tension in a web span be maintained within a close tolerance band during processing of a
web. For example, if the tension in the web changes during printing/perforating processes,
the print (perforation) gets skewed. Further, excessive tension variations may cause wrin-
kles or may even tear the web. Thus, a tension control system is an important requirement
in a web handling system since any disturbance such as an uneven roller and variations in
web speed or roll size affect the tension.
As the demand for higher productivity and better perfonnance from the web processing
industry increases, better models and more accurate control algorithm for the processes
have to be developed. Longitudinal control algorithms involve maintaining the tensi.on and
velocity at desired values in the direction parallel to the web travel. Tension control plays a
key role in improving the quality of the finished web. It is essential to keep the web in the
process at a preset tension, which could change throughout the process by many conditions.
Poor tension control leads to dishing, coning, and telescoping of the the rewind roll, which
are undesirable.
A typical dancer mechanism consists of a roller that is free to move on linear guides
and is either connected to a fixed support by passive elements such as springs and dampers
or has an actuator that can move the roller and thus change web tension. Dancer devices are
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commonly used to attenuate periodic tension disturbances caused by uneven wound rolls,
eccentric rolls,. mis-alignment of idle rollers, inertia changes of the unwind and rewind roll.
and slacks in webs. A dancer mechanism is also used as a feedback element in a number of
web tension control systems by measuring the displacement of the roller from a reference
pomt. The tension control system attenuates disturbance by moving the dancer roller to
different position on the linear guides to compensate for the tension variation.
Dancer systems can be used to reject tension disturbances, to create tension distur-
bance, or to measure tension. Dancer systems can be broadly classified as passive and
active. Passive dancers can be divided into two categories, namely dancer rollers with pas-
sive elements such as springs and dampers and inertia compensated dancer rollers. Passive
dancers have known to act as good tension feedback elements and/or tension disturbance
attenuators for low speed web lines; they have been known to have limitations in dealing
with a wide range of dynamic conditions and cause resonance problems. In inertia com-
pensated passive dancers, the resonant frequency of the dancer roller is mainly determined
by its mass. Thus to increase the tension disturbance frequency range that can be atten-
uated, the dancer roller mass mllst be reduced. However, the weight of the dancer roller
is twice the reference web tension, which limits any changes to the dancer roller mass to
increase the resonant frequency. It is expected that by introducing an active element into a
dancer mechanism gives a control engineer more flexibility in attenuating periodic tension
disturbances of a wide range of frequencies and also to maintain lower tension fluctuations.
The focus of this work is on modelling of an active dancer, controller design, and the im-
plementation of the active dancer control algorithms in a web process line for better tension
regulation in the presence of periodic disturbance.
1.2 Previous Studies
Early development of the longitudinal dynamics was given in [28]. A mathematical model
was developed for a web span between two pinch rolls using Hooke's Law. The model does
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not reflect the tension entering the span nor does it predict tension transfer. De¥elopment by
[30] included the tension from the entering span in the model. The moving web is assumed
to be equivalent to a moving continuum in [29] and the general methods of continuum
mechanics such as conservation of mass and conservation of momentum were used in the
development of a model. [29] discussed the steady state and transient behavior of stress,
strain, and tensile force as a function of variables such angle of wrap, position and speed
of the driv,en rolls, density, cross-sectional area, modulus of elasticity and temperature.
A large web process consists of many rollers that are controlled by electrical motors
(DCIAC) with various different operations being perfonned on the web. The entire system
is interconnected through the web. In [8], the authors proposed a decentralized method to
decouple an interconnected system. The decentralized decoupling is able to successfully
separate the coupling factors between the subsystems, which consists of the roller and
the span upstream of the roller. A non-interacting model for subsystems within the web
process system is proposed in [15]. The subsystem consists of the span and its immediate
downstream roller. The new model involves redefining a new variable as the difference
of the tangential velocities of the rollers next to the span. Simulations show that the web
tension is regulated properly since the velocity variations in the upstream web span are
reflected in the new model. The authors noted one disadvantage namely that the velocities
have to be measured very accurately.
In [7], a passive dancer is used as a feedback element. Comparison on whether a load
cell or a dancer is a better feedback element is investigated in [21J. It is deduced in this
work that there is no decisive advantage -of one method as compared to the other. The load
cell worked better for lower frequencies and the dancer performed better for the mid range
frequencies. The dancer also has an extra natural frequency (occurring at low frequency)
due to the dancer's translational dynamics. In [1], the paper discusses the optimum posi-
tions that sensors should be placed within the web process to yield the best feedback for
control. In particular the sensors for tension as well as lateral control should be attached to
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the rewind stand and the unwind sensor should be stationary relative to unwind platfonn.
The active dancer dynamics are studied in [9, 27] and treated as a subsystem within the
entire web handling process.
The performance of a fixed Pill controller is compared to a variable gain controller for
tension control before the rewind roll in [61. The variable gain controller compensated for
the time-varying parameters due to the changes in the rewind roll size. A self-tuning con-
trol is proposed in [13]. The matrix interpolation self-tuning controller showed significant
improvement in the responsiveness as compared to the standard PI design when simula-
tions were conducted on subsystems consisting of a span and the two rollers adjacent to it.
The authors noted that implementation may cause problems because the self-tuning con-
trollers take 30 seconds to obtain a meaningful FFT. [20] proposes the use of estimators as
(
feedback elements. The tension can be estimated based on motor torque. [9] performed
simulations to study the dynamic behavior of passive dancers in attenuating tension distur-
bances. Three cases were investigated with an example web system: (1) without a dancer,
(2) with a dancer with passive elements,. (3) with an inertia compensated dancer. [9] con-
eluded that better tension attenuation could be achieved with a dancer rather than a web
line without a dancer. [22] employed an adaptive controller to control the dancer arm. The
control of the tension is an indirect result of controlling the dancer ann.
The role of electro-mechanical active dancers in attenuation of tension disturbance was
investigated in [27]. The term endless web line refers to a web line that is in a continuous
closed loop, without unwind and rewind rolls. An input/output and a state space model
of an active dancer were derived and analysis revealed that the ratio of downstream to
upstream span length must be less than two for effective tension attenuation using an active
dancer. Experiments were conducted on an endless web platform. Experimental results
on the endless web line with the three controllers, the PID controller, internal model based
controller, and the linear quadratic optimal controller. showed that the active dancer was
able to attenuate periodic tension disturbances.
4
1.3 Thesis Ce>otribUtiODS
The following are the thesis contributions.
• Development of an active dancer system containing an hydraulic actuator.
• Development of the necessary hardware and software for use of the active dancer
system in an unwind/rewind web line.
• Design and. investigation of a direct self-tuning controller (STC) for the active dancer
system and its comparison with a PI controller and an internal model based controller.
• Experimental evaluation of the active dancer system by incorporating it in an un-
wind/rewind web line at FIFE Corporation.
• Design and experimental evaluation of a PID controller with linearly time varying
gains for control of unwind brake to compensate for changing inertia of the unwind
rolL
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of ,the report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the modeling of the active
dancer and the unwind/rewind systems. Chapter 3 describes the experimental platform and
how periodic tension disturbances are generated in the web line. Chapter 4 explains the
controller designs for the active dancer and the unwind system. Chapter 5 presents and
discusses a number of representative experimental results. Chapter 6 gives conclusions of




This chapter presents the dynamics of the active dancer system, the unwind/rewind systems,
and the web span dynamics within these systems. The dancer system is modeled as a
,
subsystem independent of the rest of the web process. The active dancer subsystem can be
placed upstream of any section of the process where accurate tension control is required.
Mathematical models for dancer subsystems have been derived in numerous works. The
precise tension control at unwind and rewind rolls are essential to producing high quality
finished web products. Tension regulation can also be accomplished with the unwind and
rewind systems. In a typical web process, the unwind and rewind rolls are under torque
control implemented through a br~e on the unwind roll and a dutch on the rewind roll.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the equations of the active
dancer system while Section 2.2 gives the equations that compose the unwind and rewind
systems.
2.1 Active Dancer System
The dancer subsystem shown in figure 2.1 has an incoming span with tension 10• an up-
stream span with tension T1 and length L1, a downstream span with tension T2 and length
L2• and an outgoing span with tension T3 • The tensions To and T3 are considered as a
disturbance tension entering the active dancer subsystem.
The dynamics of the free span were derived using the law of conservation of mass for
the control volume of the spans. In the case of the span adjacent to the active dancer, the
dancer's translational velocity influences the tension dynamics of the span. Balancing the
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torque on the rollers yields the dynamic equation for a free roller. The variables stated in the
nomenclature are used for the dancer systems dynamics. Given below are the equations that
were derived in [27] for a general free span, the dancer roller and upstream and downstream
spans.
• General free span:
(2.1)
• Upstream span of the dancer:
(2.2)




The above equations can be linearized using the definitions,
(2.5)
where Vi, Til Xi are deviations of i th velocity, tension and dancer displacement from the
reference point. The linearized equations are given below,
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• General free span:
• Upstream span of the dancer:
(2.7)




The above linearized equations are used in analyzing the dancer subsystem and designing
control algorithms. In the active dancer subsystem, the angle of wrap (0) is 180°. It is
interesting to note a structural constraint in tenus of the lengths L 1 and L2 as derived in
[27]. These constraints are given in Appendix A.3. The state space and input-output models
were derived in detail in [27] and are presented in Appendix A.I and A.2, respectively.
2.2 UnwindlRewind System
The model of the unwind system consists of the unwind roll, the immediately downstream
span, and the adjacent free roller as shown in figure 2.2. Similarly, the rewind system con-
sists of the rewind roll, the upstream span, and the adjacent roller. The following equations






where h is the thickness of the web, T is time, Ru is the radius of the unwind roll, and Rua




Because the general span tension depends on the tension of the current span and the
tension of the previous span, the tension in the unwind roll is needed for the span down-
stream of the unwind roll. To find the tension in the unwind roll, static condition is assumed
in equation 2.10, which gives the following equation for tension in the span immediately
downstream of the unwind roll.
(2.12)
To stop the movement of the unwind roller, we assume that the tension of the web of the
unwind roll is equal to that stated in equation 2.12.
(2.13)






Figure 2.2 also shows a rewind system, which consists of the rewind roll, the web span
immediately before it, and the upstream roller. The mathematical model of the rewind
system is described by equations of a free span and roller, which are given by equations 2.1
and 2.4, respectively.. The rotational dynamics for rewind roll can be written as
(2.16)
lin is the radius of the unwind roller, and Rno is the initial radius of the rewind roll. The
radius of the rewind roUer increases as tbe web is wound onto the roller. The radius of





























This chapter describes the open-architecture experimental platform. that was used for con-
ducting lateral and tension control experiments. A web line is retrofitted to incorporate an
active dancer and an additional displacement guide as shown in figure 3.1. This experi-
mental platform represents, a ~ealistic web process line with unwind and rewind capability
and thus reveals the validity of the controllers designed for the lateral and tension control
of the web.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes the
web line and the moduLe added to the web line that includes the displacement guide and
the active dancer mechanism with an hydraulic actuator and Section 3.2 discusses the data
acquisition system and the software used to implement the control algorithms.
3.1 Experimental Pla,tform at FIFE Corporation
A picture of the FIFE Corporation web line is shown in figure 3.3. This machine has
seventeen roUers including the guide rollers. The unwind and rewind rolls on the machine
are controUed by a brake and a clutch, respectively. Lateral sensors next to the unwind and
rewind stands measure tbe lateral position of the web coming out of the unwind roll and
going into the rewind roll. Based on these measurements, the unwind and rewind stands
have the capability to displace laterally to provide lateral correction to the web. The unwind
roll is braked based on feedback from the load cell located immediately downstream of it.
This maintains the web reference tension in the web line. An ultrasonic sensor (Magpower
US-2) measures the radius of the rewind roU; the machine stops when the radius of the
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rewind roll exceeds a preset range. A ste.ering guide and 'a displacement guide within the
web line provide lateral correction to the web; 'edge sensors downstream of the guides.
measure the lateral position for feedback to the guide motor. Because the width of the
rollers on the active dancer system is 8 inches and is smaller than that of the roHers on the
FIFE line, the width of the web that is used in the line is limited to less than 8 inches. The
web used in all the experiments was a polyester film of width 6 inches.
Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of the FIFE web line along with the OSU addition. It
also shows the location and the types of sensors and! actuators used on the web line. Par-
ticular attention should be given to the location of the hydraulic actuator, which is labeled
as M6 in the figure. To evaluate the performance of the active dancer system for tension
disturbance attenuation, periodic tension disturbances were created by an eccentric roUer
upstream of the dancer roller. Referring to figure 3.1, the roller located above and to the
right of the label M2 is the eccentric roller.
Discussion on generating tension disturbance whose frequency is independent of the
web speed is given in the next two paragraphs. In previous studies as well as on the web
line with unwindJrewind system in this investigation, the tension disturbance was created
by makitngone of the free roller surface uneven. Since there was not external power source
apply to it,. this uneven roller's speed is the same as the web process speed.
Periodic disturbances can be created by offsetting the shaft through the roller. Figure
3.7 shows how this is accomplished. The end plate of the roller has three possible positions.
There is no disturbance generation when the roller shaft is running through the center of
the roller as shown in part (a). Part (b) and (c) show the shaft set off center by different
distance to create different disturbance amplitudes. A Baldor three phase motor is used
to control the speed of the disturbance through a MC3000 Series motor driver available
from AC Tech resulting in a disturbance frequency that is independent of the web process
velocity.
Referring to figure 3.1, the upstream load cell labeled B can also be used as a feedback
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element In this case, the eccentric roUer is located immediately upstream of this load cell.
Lateral disturbance was created by the steering guide and is rejected using the displacement
guide on the OSU module. Notioe also that the upstream span of the actuator is longer than
the downstream span as required for effective tension disturbance attenuation. The load
cell labeled G is used as the feedback element for the dancer while the load cell B is used
as a feedback element for the controller on the Wlwind roll. Calibrations for these sensors
are given in appendix B.
The guide motors are controlled by FIFE CDP-Ol controllers. The brake and clutch
are controlled by Magpower Digitrac and Versatec controllers, respectively. The magnetic
brake model B0090 from Magpower attached to the unwind roll is controlled by the Dig-
itrac 2 (Digital Tension Readout and Control). The Versatec (Tension Control) controls
magnetic clutch model GCC90 on the rewind roller. Versatec and Digitrac includes the
power amplifier PS-90, which has an output of 0 to 10 voltages to the clutch and brake,
respectively. The torque-current relationships are shown in figures 8.3 and B.4 in appendix
B. Figure 3.6 shows schematic of the Versatec and Digitrac controller system with US-2
ultrasonic sensor and load cell sensor as the feedback elements, respectively.
The module added to the FIFE web line consists of the active dancer mechanism and a
lateral displacement guide. A picture of the additional module is shown in figure 3.5. The
translational velocity of the active dancer roller is controlled using an electro-hydraulic
actuator with a servo-valve. The displacement guide for this module was received as an in-
kind donation from FIFE Corporation. Also located in this module is a linear displacement
transducer (LDT) from MTS Corporation that is used as the feedback element for inner
loop. which maintains the ram position of the hydraulic actuator at a reference value. The
sensor consists of a steel rod with a circular magnet sliding on it. The position of the
magnet gives an output voltage in the range of ±15 Volts for a maximum displacement of
2.5 feet.
Figure 3.2 shows a picture of the entire web line used to conduct lateral and tension
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Table 3 1- AID and DJA channels· .
Channel Number Description Variable ased
ADCH4 Load cell C (FlFE) loadcelLC
ADCH7 Dancer Load Cell COSU) dancerJoadcell
ADCHlO Brake Control Signal brake-IIlonitor
ADCHII US-2 Ultrasonic sensor for diameter sensor..A
ADCH12 Clutch Control signal monitored clutch-ffionitor
DACHl Control Signal to Dancer dancer_control
DACH5 Control Signal to Brake brake_control
control experiments. The data collection station is shown on the left side of the figure,
which is given in more detail in the next section.
3.2 Data Acquisition and Software
The computer system consists of a Pentium 1 GHz processor with a digital data acquisition
board, a top of the line industrial type from dSPACE. A dSPACE DSII03 PPC controller
is used for real-time data acquisition. The DSI103 PPC controller is a complete real-
time system based on Motowla PowerPC640e processor. DS1103 PPC controller Board
is a standard PC/AT card that can be plugged into a PC using ISA Bus as a backplane.
The board contains 20 AID channels and 8 D/A channels. All the 20 AID channels were
used for collecting signals for feedback and also for web line monitoring purposes. Table
3.1 shows the channel assignments with their variable names for all the AID and D/A
signals for tension control while figure 3.8 shows the channel configurations, which are
grouped into four modules with each module consisting of 5 channels. Besides, it has a
slave OSP subsystem based on Texas Instruments TMS320F240 microcontroller. Because
the OS1103 PPC controller is a dedicated data acquisition system,. the sampling periods are




The software environment for the PPCcontroller includes a Control Desk. a GUI for
managing dSPACE boards. a source code editor and a Microtec PowerPC C Compiler. This
software environment offers very user-friendly environment through which data acquisition
and data visualization can be done very conveniently without having to write separate codes
for these tasks. Optional software packages include the following:
• Real-Time Interface which is an interface between Simulink and dSPACE hardware.
• Control Desk Standard which offers Virtual Instruments.
• Multiprocessor Extension.
• Test Automation.
• MLffilMTRACE offers interface between MATLAB and dSPACE.
The algorithms for real-time control are written in C programming language (C file).
The C program file consists of three main modules:
""
• A module to initialize the dSPACE board.
• Functions for executing various tasks(these are invoked in the interrupt service rou-
tine).
• Interrupt routine which calls the following functions after each sampling period.
- ND conversion.
- Digital I/O.
- The control algorithm.
- DIA conversion.
On-line data display and data storage can be done very conveniently in the Control
Desk environment. Data analysis and visual display are perfonned through Layout files.
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This file serves as a graphical user interface to display data on the host computer. Besides
these features, a host of "Virtual instruments" and "Data acquisition controls" are provided
in Control Desk environment. These offer ease of changing the parameters of the controUer
while the controller is running. Multiple Layout files could be open for one experiment.
Thus, this fii,e serves as a communication device between the dSPACE Board and the host
computer. A trace file keeps track of input and output signals (.trc file). This file contains
definitions describing the variables used in the C-program so that these can be accessed
in the Layout file.. A major part of this file contains a list of the variables used in the C
program file. Thus, this file stands as a link between the C program file and the Layout file.
The three files 'compose an experiment. An experiment allows the user to implement the
codes, displays the data, send and receive data, thus, allowing conceptually simple way of
implementing control algorithms.



















A - Fife S£-31 Ultrasonio Edgoe Sensor
B - Magpovr TS-150 Fe Load Cell
C - Fife SE-17 Infrared £dgll Senaor
D - Fife S£-34 tnfrared Edge SlmSor
E - Fife S£-26 Optical Edge Sensor
F - Magpovr US-2 Ultrasonic Radius Sensor
G - Cleveland-Kidder TlIDsi-Mastar Load Cell
II - Fife 5£-31 Ultrasonic Edge Senror
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Figure 3.2: Experimental web line with active dancer.
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Figure 3.3: Web line at FIFE Corporation.
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Figure 3.4: Endless web line.






Figure 3.6: Schematic of the Versatec and Digitrac controller system.
a) The roller shaft Is rurming through the center of the
roller. There is no tension disturbance.
b) The roller shaft is positioned
0.5 inches off the center.
c) The roller shaft is positioned
0.375 inches off the center.
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Three control designs were considered for the active dancer system. The controllers are
a Proportional-Integral (PI) Controller, Internal Model Controller (IMC), and Self-tuning
Controller (STC). Each one of these controllers have their own advantages. The PI con-
troller is an industrial standard. Many industries use this controller because of its simplic-
ity. Because the tension disturbances are often periodic, the IMC works well when the
frequency of the disturbances is known. Self-tuning controllers find their place in situa-
tions where the process or its environment are changing continuously or at times. These
systems are difficult to control if there are no mechanisms to detect these changes and ad-
just the controller parameters to achieve the control goal. The advantages of the STC are
the automation of the tuning of the controller gains and its versatility.
The hydraulic active dancer control system has an inner and an outer loop. The inner
loop is to center the ram or piston of the hydraulic actuator in the middle of the cylinder.
This helps in utilizing the entire ram stroke in the cylinder. Figure 4.1 shows the inner loop
and the outer loop. The inner loop employs a PI controller while the controller for the outer
loop employs one of the PI, IMC, and STC.
Each of the controllers are discussed in the following sections. Section 4.1 discusses
the PI controller. Section 4.2 discusses the IMC controller while Section 4.3 describes the
design of the STC controller. Section 4.4 discusses the development of a linearly varying
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Figure 4.1: Active dancer tension control system with inner and outer loop.
4.1 ProportionaJ-Integral (PI) ControUer
One of the extensively used controllers in industry is the PID controller and variations of
it. The continuous time equation of the PI controller is given below.
(4.1)
where U(t) is the control input and E(t) (the difference between the reference tension and
the measured tension) is the feedback error signal. The discrete-time version of the PI
controller is
k
U(k) = KpE(k) + KiTs L E(j)
j=l
(4.2)
where Ts is the sampling period, U(k) is the control input and E(k) is the error signal. The
gains K p and K i can be tuned appropriately to obtain the desired performance.
4.2 Internal Model :Based Controller (fMC)
Internal model controller is most effective when some properties about the disturbance are
partially or completely known. Typically, this controller can be used to reject periodic dis-
turbances whose frequency is known to the designer. Referring to figure 4.2, the derivation
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of the internal model of the disturbance is given as follows. When the disturbance is in the
where ~ and ¢ are unknown, but () is known approximately. The control objective is to
select Gc (s), the controller, to eliminate the disturbances, d( t), from the output. Equation
4.4 gives the closed-loop transfer function from D(s) to E(s).
form,




Substituting s = jw gives the following results
(4.5)
To reject the disturbance at a particular frequency 'OJ = fJ, we should have E(jfJ) = O.
Therefore, the choice of the controller is such that Gc(jO) = 00, i.e., Gc(s) has a pair of
poles at s = ±jfJ. The following controller is the discretized version of the IMC controller
that is used; it contains a proportional controller augmented with the discretized version of
the disturbance model equation 4.3.
Gc(z) = K p -I- z-IKimcsin(fJTs)
1 - 2z- 1 cos(OTs ) -I- Z-2
(4.6)
where K p is the proportional gain and K imc is used to compensate for the unknown ampli-
tude of the periodic disturbance. With the choice of Gc(z) as given in (4.6), Gc(z) = 00
when z = cos(fJTs ) -I- j sin(fJTs ). The control algorithm for real-time implementation is
U(k) = [2cos(fJTs)]U(k - 1) - U(k - 2) -I- Kimc[sin(fJTs)]E(k - 1) -I- KpE(k) (4.7)
4.3 Self-Tuning Controller (STC)
Development of a control system involves many tasks such as modeling, design of a con-
trollaw, implementation, and validation. The self-tuning controller attempts to automate
26
Figure 4.2: Active dancer tension control system.
several of these [31]. The term "self-tuning" is used to express the property that the con-
troller parameters converge to the controller that is designed if the process is known. The
estimated parameters are usually treated as if they are "true" in designing the controller.
Figure 4.3 shows a block diagram of a process with a self-tuning controller.
Usually, the structure of the process model is assumed to be known. This is the case
for Indirect Adaptive Control where the parameters are estimated first. The block labeled
"Estimation" in figure 4.3 gives the estimates of the process parameters. This block typ-
ically implements a recursive estimator as discussed in appendix C.l. The block labeled
"Controller Design" performs the computations needed for implementing a control law and
the block labeled "Controller" implements the control law designed.
In the indirect adaptive algorithm, the parameters of the transfer flmction are estimated
and the controUer parameters are updated based on the current parameters. The term direct
refers to the controller parameters being estimated rather than updated based on estimates
of the plant parameters. Quite often in the case of direct self-tuning controUers, the model
can be reparametrized such that the controller parameters can be estimated directly, still the
relative degree of the plant transfer function has to be known.
The design calculations for the Minimum Degree Pole Placement algorithm [31) for
the indirect self-tuning controller are time-consuming and may be poorly conditioned for






parameters of the controller. Consider the process shown in figure 4.4 with v = O. Further,
consider the control law given by
Reference
Model
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of a self-tuning controller.
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Ru= TUe - By (4.8)
where R, S, and T are polynomials in the forward shift operator z. The idea is to find
the coefficients in these polynomials such that the closed loop system shown in figure 4.4
follows a prescribed reference model. Let us denote this reference model in terms of the
polynomials A1n and Em where
(4.9)
To reparametrize the process dynamics in terms of the controller parameters, multiply equa-










Figure 4.4: Two degrees of fTeedom direct self-tuning controller.
If the dosed-loop system follows the reference model as given in equation (4.9), Bmuc =
AmY. Therefore, the above equation can be written as
y = ::T(RU + By) (4.10)
Equation (4.10) represents the dynamics of the process reparametrized in terms of the con-
troner parameters R, B, and T. This indicates that if the parameters in R, B, and T are
chosen such that the input to the plant(u) and the output from the plant(y) satisfy the equa-
tion (4.10), then the closed loop system with the control law given in equation (4.8) makes
the closed loop system follow the reference model given in equation (4.9).
The recursive least squares estimation algorithm given in Appendix C.l can be used to
estimate the parameters in R, Sand T to satisfy the equation (4.10). However, we need
to know the relative degree do = deg(A) - deg(B) of the plant in order to satisfy the
compatibility condition given by [31J









Em = kzdo = kz where k = Am(1)
T= kz
This means that the time delay of the model be at least as large as the time delay of the
process. The polynomials Am and Em must be chosen such that the compatibility equation
(4.11) is satisfied. As an example, consider a plant with deg(A) = 4 and deg(E) = 3 and
so do = 1. For this plant, we can conveniently choose
The choice of Em given in (4.13) shows the response of the system with minimal delay and
unit static gain. Equation (4.10) is rewritten with the parameters given in equations (4.12)-
(4.17)
The above equation can be rewritten in the form of a regression model given by (C.2). With
the following terms given below
S* -1 I -2 -3. = S2Z -- SlZ + Soz








(4.11) is satisfied.. As an example, consider a plant with deg(A) = 4 and deg(B) = 3 and
so do = 1. For this plant, we can conveniently choose
1bis means that the time delay of the model be at least as large as the time delay of the
process. The polynomials Am and Bm must be chosen such that the compatibility equation
The choice of Bm given in (4.13) shows the response of the system with minimal delay and
unit static gain. Equation (4.10) is rewritten with the parameters given in equations (4.12)-
(4.16) as follows
(4.17)
The above equation can be rewritten in the form of a regression model given by (C.2). With
the following terms given below
R* -1 + -2 _I -3. =::: TZZ T1Z T TOZ
T* = kz- 2





Yj(t) = A* y(t)
rr'
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equation (4.17) can be written as
y(t) = R*u,(t) + S·y,(t) = f}T¢(t)
where
()T = [r2 T2 TO $2 81 8 0]
¢7(t) = [Uf(t - 1) uf(t - 2) Uf(t - 3) y,(t -1) Yf(t - 2) Yf(t - 3)]
Algorithm for Simple Direct Self-Thner:
Data: Specifications in terms of Am,Bm, and do.
(4.18)
Step 1: Estimate the coefficients of polynomials R and S in equation (4.18) using the
least squares estimation.
Step 2: Compute the control signal from
R*u(t) = T*uc(t) - S*y(t)
where Rand S are obtained from the estimates in Step 1. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 at each
sampling period.
Note, however, that the relative degree of the transfer function of the process has to be
known a priori to implement the Direct Self-Tuner Algorithm specified above.
4.4 Proportional-Integral-Derivative Controller with Linearly Time Varying Gains
A proportional-integral-derivative controller with constant gains for the unwind and rewind
roll will make the system unstable. The gains have to be adjusted during the process to com-
pensate for the change in masses of the unwind and rewind rolls. In order to compensate for
the changes in the mass, a linear relationship was derived based on systematic calculated




The characteristic equation in equation C.l5 is a third order equation. The three desired
poles will be design based on the percentage overshoot and the settling time. To reduce the
third order system to a second order system, one pole is designed to be at least ten times
greater than the other two poles. Complete derivation of the transfer function and the PIn
gains are given in appendix C.2.
I - ~ + {3x - y - 0(3
Kd = -----'---::------ay + a{32 - z; - a{3x
K
p







where a = oVrL ,{3 = JC ,() = =-L
v 'I = L J8 J ,x = 2(wn + lO(wn , y = 21(2w~+w~(l-
J"u 1 uVr 1 1 1 u
overshoot and settling time.
With the gains known at full and empty unwind rolls, a linear equation can be obtain
for the decrease of the PID gains. Given a reference velocity, the time between the full and
empty roll can be calculated by rearranging equation 2.2.
t = 7f (RJull - R;mpty)
vrh
Equation 4.21 shows how the gains will decrease.




where Kempty and Kf'ull could be Kp, Ki , or Kd gains at empty and full roll. Ts is the




Each of the controllers discussed previously were implemented on the web line discussed
in chapter 3. Implementation of the PI and IMC require properly tuned gains. Taking the
initial gains given in [27], the gains were then tuned for the PI and IMC to maximize the
tension attenuation. The process of tuning the controller gains typical required between 5
to 10 minutes.
Periodic tension disturbance was generated upstream of the dancer roller by making one
of the rollers eccentric. Because the disturbance Jis created by making a roller eccentric, the
frequency of the disturbance is dependent on the speed of the web process. Estimate of this
frequency is obtained by running the process for a specific amount of time and counting
the number of cycles during that time. Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between the speed
and the frequency of the disturbance. The frequency thus computed is used in the Internal
Model ControIDer.
The web speed can be changed on the Fife control panel which indicates the speed as
a number ranging from 0 to 101• The experiments are conducted at different speeds and
different reference tensions. For each (speed,reference tension) combination, tension in the
web line is collected without the controller running and then with the controller running so
that percentage tension disturbance rejection can be computed.
All these experiments were conducted with a sampling period of 5 milliseconds. At
each sampling instant, data on the load cell and the position of the dancer roller are collected
and the computed control input is sent to the actuator. For experiments with the self-tuning
lTbe actual speed is roughly the dial reading multiplied by 100 feet/miD.
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controllers, the gains of the controllers are also collected.
5.1 Experimental Results
This section discusses experimental results obtained using different controllers for the ac-
tive dancer system. For ease of comparison, the performance of each of the controller at
a given speed and a given reference tension are displayed on the same graph. Though the
experiments are run at various speeds and reference tensions, only representative samples
of the experimental results are presented.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the performance of the three controllers at a reference tension
of 15 lbs and speed setting ranging from 3 and 7. Similarly figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the
performance of the controllers at a reference tension of 20 lbs and the same speeds. These
figures indicate that the active dancer is able to reject the tension disturbances by around
30-60%. These results are summarized in Table. 5.3. The results of the controllers for the
reference tension of 15 and 20 lbs are compared in figure 5.2.
Appendix D.l gives additional experimental results for different web speeds.
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Figure 5.1: The frequencies of the tension disturbances corresponding to different speeds.
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5.2 Experimental Results Using Upstream Load Cell as Feedback Signal
Preview controller was investigated in [26] on automohiJ,es. In the preview controller, sen-
sor measurements for the front wheel of the vehicle are used as the feedback: signal of
controller for the back wheel. The signal from the front wheel sensor infonns the back
wheel that it is about to encounter a disturbance in the road. The advanced information
about the upcoming road profile allows the back wheel controller attenuated the distur-
bances creating a smoother ride. With increase in preview time, the acceleration curves
becomes smoother indicating a more comfortable ride.
Figure 5.3 and table 5.3 lists the percentage of tension disturbance attenuation by the
active dancer using the upstream load cell signals instead of the downstream load celL
By using the upstream load cell signal, the active dancer received information about the
disturbance before the disturbance reaches the active dancer. Figures 5.8 to 5.11 shows the
tension attenuation using the upstream load cell signal with the three controllers. Appendix
0.2 gives additional experimental results for different web speeds.
5.3 Experimental Results on Back Propagation
The mathematical model of the web span includes the upstream tension and the tension of
the current span. The tension from the downstream span is not included in the model. [27]
stated "it is uncertain as to how much of the tension reflected by the load cell downstream
of the active dancer is due to back propagation of the tension." To determine the presence
of back propagation, experimental data were collected using the upstream load cell.
Back propagation can be seen in figures D.13 to D.22 in appendix D.3. Data was
collected with upstream load cell. Initially, the graphs show the active dancer turned off
displaying the effect of the disturbances. Then the dancer is turned on. The movement of
the dancer changes the tension in the web. This change in the tension as detected by the
upstream load cell indicates back propagation.
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Speed . Tension Tension
15lh 20lbs
PI IMC STR PI IMC STR
2 29 40 39 33 36 31
3 54 63 38 65 67 63
4 36 36 35 31 38 34
7 32 53 29 36 50 38
8 34 ' 39 29 44 46 30








25 21 23 26
3 32 38 28 28 33 27
4 39 40 39 40 29 34
7 48 38 38 41 38 38
8 33 43 25 II 27 45 32
Table 5.2: Tension disturbance attenuation using upstream load cell as the feedback signal.
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Figure 5.2: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Downstream Tension Reduction for Reference
Tension 15 Ib with Upstream Load Cell as the
Feedback Signal
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Figure 5.3; Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure 5.4: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure 5.6: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load ceU as feedback.
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Figure 5.7: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure 5.8: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure 5.9: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedbac.k.
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Figure 5.11: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load ceil as feedback.
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5.4 Experimental Results with Linearly Varying PID Controller for Unwind RoD
The mass of the unwind roll is constantly changing. A controller with constant gains will
not be able to provide adequate performance as can be seen in figure 5.14. Data taken with
the existing controller (the Digitrac 2, an industrial available controller) reveals the strategy
to compensate for change in mass. To maintain constant tension in the web, figures 5.12
to 5.13 show the relation between the speed of the process and the decrease in the torques
applied to the brake and the increase in the torque applied to the clutch. There are no
disturbances injected into the web. As the speed on the process increases, the brake torque
decreases more rapidly by comparing figures 5.13 and 5.12.
Figure 5.15 shows the results with a Pro controller where the proportional gain is lin-
early decreasing. Th,e slope of the proportional gain is experimentally obtain. A set ofgains
is obtained by tuning a PID controller to maintain a stable system at the time of start-up
and ending of the process. A linear equation is calculated and the proportional gain de-
creases accordingly. From figure 5.15, the system no longer becomes unstable for duration
of the process, but the brake torque is not decreasing and the tension takes nearly the entire
process (160 seconds) to reach the reference tension.
A Pill controller is designed by modeling the unwind subsystem, which is shown in
figure 2.2. The system transfer function was obtained and the gains calculated at full and
empty unwind roll. The time for the unwind roll to completely unwind together with the
gains at full and empty unwind roll of the process, the linearly varying relationship was ob-
tained. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the performance of the linearly varying PIn controller
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Figure 5.12: FIFE controller: Torque applied to the brake with reference tension 20 Ibs and
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Figure 5.13: FIFE controller: Torque applied to the brake with reference tension 20 lbs and
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Figure 5.14: Constant gain PID controller with reference tension 20 lbs and 600 feet per
minute speed.
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Figure 5.15: Linearly varying PID controller with reference tension 20 Ibs and 600 feet per
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Figure 5.16: Linearly varying PID controller.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Experimental results show that good downstream tension disturbance attenuation is achieved
using the Proportional-Integral Controller, Internal Model Controller, and the Self-tuning
Controller using feedback signals. The percentage of tension disturbance attenuation ranges
from 30-60%. 1bis type of controller is very easy to implement and can be applied to con-
trol tension at aU speeds. This controller can be implemented in the least amount of time
and y,et is seen to give a minimum 30% of tension disturbance rejection.
The IMC is seen to perform better than the other two controllers considered. However,
the lMC requires knowledge of the frequency of the tension disturbance that is to be at-
tenuated. At very high speeds, estimating the frequency of the disturbance becomes very
difficult. At high speeds, there could be more frequencies in the disturbance than what is
estimated. This fact, then, makes implementation of IMC difficult.
Finding the gains for internal modeE based and PI controller is a laborious task. To
alleviate this problem, a direct self-tuning controller was designed for the active dancer. In
the direct self-tuning approach, the controUer gains are tuned to make the system behave
as closely as possible to a reference model. Though, the STC yields slightly poorer per-
formance in rejecting the tension disturbance, it does not require the tuning process, which
makes this controller an ideal technique in many cases where the process is continuously
changing. Referring to Table. 5.3, the self-tuning controller did not perform as well as
the two other controllers. This could be attributable to the fact that the development of
the self-tuning controller is based on the assumption that the system dynamics is linear as




three controllers exhibited superior perfonnance at a ,speed of 300 feet per minute which
corresponds to a disturbance frequency of around 5.5 Hz.
Throughout all three sets of experiments with the active dancer, the PI and !MC con-
trollers' performance were better than the STC in most instances. This could be attributable
to the fact that the development of the self-tuning controller is based on the assumption that
the system dynamics is linear as given by one of the assumptions in [31].
In an unwind and rewind process, the mass and inertia of the unwind and rewind rolls
are changing. Controllers implemented on these systems must be able to compensate for
these cbanges. Controllers with constant gains are not able to compensate for the changes
and the system becomes unstable. The development of a PID controller whose gains de-
Cfease linearly was able to maintain the tension in the web by compensating for the changes
in the unwind roll. There was an ov,ersboot initially and the settling time was 10 seconds.
This may be the result of the startup process and increasing desired speed to whicb the con-
troller gains were design for. Once the desired speed bas been reached, the controller signal
gradually decreased to compensate for the decrease in the unwind roll mass and inertia to
maintain the desired web tension.
Taking the idea from [26] whose study on a preview control for an active suspension
improve the ride comfort for automobiles, the upstream load cell signal was used as the
feedback element for the controllers implemented on the hydraulic active dancer. The
tension signal from the load cell upstream of the dancer was used. Experimental results
show that the upstream load cell signal acting as the feedback signal is able to attenuate
the tension disturbance. The percentage of tension disturbance attenuation ranges from
21-48%.
In a previous study [27], the experiments were conducted on an endless web line. The
prospect of back propagations may have skewed the results. The current mathematical
model does not reflect the tension from downstream spans. With a web line that has a
rewind and unwind roll, data was collected with the load cell upstream of the eccentric
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roller to detennine the presence of disturbance back propagation. With the uneven roller
located between the active dancer and the upstream load cell, experimental results show
that there is back propagation of tension disturbances in a web line. Initially, the data in
appendix D.3 shows the active dancer turned off displaying the effect of the disturbances.
Then the dancer is turned on. The change in the tension profile indicates the presence of
back propagation.
6.1 Future Research
In this report, experimental investigation were performed on a web line with unwind/rewind.
This experimental platfonn reflects more characteristics of an actual industrial web process.
Future investigation should be done on a platform that incorporates more processes such
as printing and coating on the web line. The results from such a platform would be more
relevant to industrial application.
The linearly varying Pill controller was applied to compensate for the mass and inertia
change of the unwind roll. Future research should focus on developing the self-tuning
controller for the unwind roll. The expectation would be for the self-tuning controUer to
identify the changing of the unwind roll mass and inertia and adjust the controller gains
accordingly. Future investigation also should involve employing the controller to reject
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ACTIVE DANCER MODELS AND ANALYSIS
The derivation of the state-space and input/output models are based on the linearized equa-
tions given in Chapter 2.
A.I State Space Model
Because the translational displacement is present in the equations, another state variable
would have to be define. The problem is solved by changing the coordinates given in the
variables qi = va - fiX and qs = V2 -I- (f2 -'I) x. The state-space model is derived by





With the state variables defined above, the state space model becomes.
(A. I)
,where a = ~2,'Yi =~, W = If, and <Pi = ~~.
The output equations is given as
ql
The above equation can be written in compact form as:
Q(t) = AQ(t) -+ BuU(t) + BwW(t)










In the input/output model, the output is the downstream tension (T2 ) and the control signal
is the velocity of the hydraulic dancer roUer (X]), i.e. U(s) = sX(s). The disturbance is
the variation in the tension of the upstream span.
Aad(s) = (1]S -+ 1)2
Bad(s) = (ryS(7]S -+ 1) +- 2)
Cad(s) = ((1]S(71S +- 1) + 2)(1]S(72S + 1) + 2) - (rys -+ 1))
Dad(s) = j3 ((1]S + 1) (s +- :1) + (17S(71 8 +- 1) + 2) (8 + :2 - :]))









A.3 Structural Restrictions Based on the Upstream and Downstream Lengths
Proportional control was used to analyze the structural limitation on the experimental plat-
form as given by [27]. The closed-loop characteristic equation with proportional feedback
control, i.e., U(s) = -KpT2 (s), is
Dad(s)
1 + Kp Gad(s) = 0, (A.9)
where K p is the proportional gain. The root-locus method was used to investigate tbe effect
of Tl = h and T2 = 12. on the choice of the proportional gain.
V r Vr
The effects of the upstream and downstream lengths are shown in figures A.I to A.3.1
Figure A.I shows that the control gain could be chosen as large as possible, but the choice
of the gains should also move the closed-loop poles away from the imagery axis. Figure
A.2 shows a pair of complex conjugate open-loop poles very close to a pair of complex
conjugate zeros. The proxi.mity of the poles to the zeros reduce the flexibility and effec-
tiveness of the control when the span lengths are equalled. Figure A.3 shows a pole in the
right-half plane. Thus if the gain exceeds a certain value, tbe system becomes unstable
when the upstream span length is less than the downstream span length.
IFiigures given in [32].
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Figure A.3: Root locus plot for L1 < L2/2.
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SENSOR CALmRATION
The signals coming from the sensors are in voltages. The voltages from the load cells are
converted to pound force to be used for feedback. The load cell calibrations are done by
running the web process and setting the reference tension on the Digitrac and Versatec.
Four different 20 seconds samples were taken with different reference tension. These four
values were averaged. The upstream and downstream load cell calibrations are shown on
figures B.l and B.2, respectively.
In addition to the load cell calibrations, the speed indicator had to be calibrated as well.
On the experimental platform, the speed of the web is changed by turning on a knob on the
FIFE controller interface. The knob settings are numbered 1 to 10. The calibration is done
by setting the knob to these numbers and than using a tachometer to measure the speed in
feet per minute. The numbers given on the speed indicator are approximately equalled to
lOO feet per minute. The plots of the relationship between the torque and the input current
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Figure 8.1: Upstream load ceU(near the brake) calibration.
Dancer Load Cell Calibration
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Figure B.2: Downstream load cell(near the dancer) calibration.
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Figure B.3: The torque of the clutch in relationship to the current supplied with rated torque
at 261b-ft.
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C.l Real-Time Parameter Estimation
The least-squares method is a basic technique for parameter estimation. This method is
particularly simple if the model has the property of being linear in the parameters.
Consider a dynamic system which is modeled by the transfer function relating the output y
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Further, assume that the parameters ai and bi are constant but unknown. Equation (C.l) can
be written in the form
(
- an-ly(k - 1) - .. -aoy(k - n) )
y(k) = : = <pT(k)O
, -I- bmu(k - do) -1-. . -I-bou(k - do - m)
where
IfIT(k) = [-y(k - 1)" " -y(k - n)u(k - do),' " u(k - do - m)1
(Co2)
(C.3)
do = n - m is the relative degree of the transfer function. To implement the least squares
parameter estimation algorithm, pairs of observations and regressors (y(k), <p(k)) are ob-
tained from an experiment for k = 1,2,' " t. The problem now is to detennine the
parameter e, in such a way that the outputs computed from the model in equation (C.2)
agree as closely as possible with the measured variables y(k) in the sense of least squares.
The parameter eshould be chosen to minimize the least-square function
t
vee, t) = l I:(y(k) - <pT(k)fJ)2
Ic=l
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The function V((), t) is shown in [31] to be minimum for parameters esuch that
(C.4)
where
Y(t) = [y(l), y(2),· " y(t)]T
q,T(t) = [cpT (1), . . cpT(t)]
If the matrix p-l = q,T(t)q,(t) in equation (C.4) is nonsingular, {) can be uniquely deter-
mined.
The observations are obtained from the experiment in real time. Thus, the least-squares
estimate can be arrang,ed in such a way that the results obtained at time (t-l) can be used to
get the estimates at time t. Many variations of such algorithms are presented in [31]. One
such algorithm, Recursive least squares with exponential forgetting is presented below:
eft) = Oft - 1) + KCt) (y(t) - cpT (t)iJ(t - 1))
K(t) = P(t)cp(t):= P(t -l)cp(t) (AI + cpT(t)p(t -l)cp(t))-l (C.6)
P(t) = (I - K(t)cpT (t)) P(t - 1)/A
The algorithm given in (C.6) lends itself conveniently in Pole Placement Design.
C.2 Derivation for Linearly Varying PID ControUer




Solving equations C.7 and C.9 for V...(s) and Vi (s ), respectively, and substituting them into
equation C.8 results in the following equation.
(C.lO)
The transfer function is obtain with the input as the brake torque (U (s)u) and the output as
the tension in span one T1 ( S ).
(C.II)
where C = EAR~ - trR~ and B = BARiJ.,.. + EARR~Jl - trR~Jl - trR~Ju.












The PID controller is implemented to the system. The Laplace transform equation of the
PID controUer is defined as:
G
c
= K i +- Kps +- K ds2 e
s
where e = tr - T1
The transfer function with respect to a reference is defined as:
After substituting the values into equation C.I4 and simplifying.
(C.l3)
(C.14)
a(83 +- bs2 +- CS +- d)




b = K p -/- Kd(3
K d





() +- Kpa +- aKd(3e = ---=-----
1 +- aKd
f = 'Y +- aKi +- a(3Kp
1 +- aKd
a(3Ki
9 = 1 +- aKd
(C.l6)
The characteristic equation in equation C.I5 is a third order equation, which has three
poles. The desire three pole are design based on the percentage overshoot and the settling
time. To reduoe the third order system to a second order system, one pole is chosen to be at




With the desire roots given in equation C.l7, the desire characteristic equation becomes
where
x 2(wn + lO(wn
y 21(~w; + w;(l _ (2)
Z lO(wn ((2W~ + w~ (1 _ (2))
(C.l8)
The gains for the controllers are obtain by equating the coefficients from equation C.18 and
the coefficients from the denominator of equation C.l5.
I - ~ + /3x - y - 0(3
K d = f.?2 za f.?ay + O'.}J - 7f - O'.}JX
X -I- xO'.Kd - e- O'.(3KdK p = ---~-_-..:....-
a
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Figure D.l: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure 0.2: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
Figure 0.3: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure D.4: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure D.5: Tension disturbance attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure D.6: Tension disturbanoe attenuation with downstream load cell as feedback.
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D.2 Tension Attenuation Using Upstream Load Cell Signal
Aefe,rence Tension 15 lb IReference Speed 2
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Figure 0.7: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream ]oad ceH as feedback.
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Figure D.S: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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Figur,e D.lO: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure D.II: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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Figure D.12: Tension disturbance attenuation with upstream load cell as feedback.
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D.3 Back Propagation
Initially, the graphs show the active dancer turned off displaying the effect of the distur-
bances. Then the dancer is turned on. The movement of the dancer changes the tension in
the web. This change in the tension as detected by the upstream load cell indicates back
propagation.
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Figure D.13: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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Figure D.14: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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Figure 0.15: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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Figure D.18: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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Figure D.20: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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Figure D.21: Back propagation of tension disturbances.
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